COME WHERE STARS SHINE BRIGHTER

Anatolia College | CTY Greece
CTY Greece at Anatolia College offers an unparalleled opportunity for intrinsically motivated students in Greece, Cyprus and abroad to grow to their fullest potential.

With a long history in education dating back to 1886 and the Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth in the US acting as its academic adviser, Anatolia College has established a center that is unique to Greece and Southeastern Europe.

Here, students come to **enhance** their skills and knowledge, face **academic challenges**, and **discover a world** that responds to their **enthusiasm** and remarkable **capacity**.
I finally found a world where my child fits right in.

Evangelia S., Mother of a CTY Greece student

At CTY Greece I can be myself.

Dimitris P., CTY Greece student

Most of the things I learned at the CTY Greece summer program, I couldn’t even imagine existed!

Maria K., CTY Greece student

The program keeps our daughters ecstatic, not simply excited!

Anthoula P., Mother of CTY Greece students

This is exactly how students and parents describe their CTY Greece experience.
See **forensic science** through the eyes of a **crime scene investigator**, collecting and studying samples and evidence.

Become a **writer** experimenting with different writing methods and strategies.

Give solutions to real life problems from various fields with the use of **mathematical models**.

**SUMMER PROGRAMS**

**Inspiration – Innovation - Accessibility**

Explore the wonderful world of knowledge through interactive courses and fun activities and enjoy a unique three-week academic experience. Each student gets to select one course to study and explore in depth throughout the summer program.

**For 3rd – 6th grade students (Athens & Thessaloniki) in Greek**

*Choose between courses such as*

- The Magic of Mathematical Thinking
- Nanotechnology
- United Nations
- Advanced Geography
- Introduction to Robotics
- The Sensory Brain
- The Author’s Workshop
- Science and Engineering

*among many others.*

**For 7th – 11th grade students (Athens & Thessaloniki) in English**

*Choose between courses such as*

- Principles of Engineering Design
- Intro to Biomedical Sciences
- Probability & Game Theory
- CSI@CTY
- Genetics
- Cryptology
- Philosophy
- International Relations
- Foundations of Psychology
- Nutrition

*among many others.*

Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors we offer a significant number of scholarships for the CTY Greece summer programs to students who are Greek or Cypriot residents.

**WEEKEND PROGRAMS**

**Flexibility – Creativity – Fun**

For 3rd – 11th grade students

Students are welcome to select from a list of available subjects and participate in unique events, interesting presentations and fascinating activities. Weekend Programs are available in different cities throughout Greece and Cyprus and are offered in Greek.

To see a full and updated list of available courses for the current academic year, visit [www.cty-greece.gr/en/program](http://www.cty-greece.gr/en/program)
CTY Greece courses meet our students’ higher academic needs. In order for students to be able to participate in the various CTY Greece programs and cope with the structure and level of our courses successfully, they are required to be evaluated through written exams.

The exams are in Greek* and are addressed at 2nd – 9th grade students. No special preparation is required.

CTY Greece uses two tests developed by the Johns Hopkins University Center for Talented Youth (JHU CTY) that ensure students possess the abilities required for successfully participating in any of the CTY Greece programs.

* In Cyprus, the tests are also offered in English

The SCAT test uses multiple choice questions to evaluate verbal and mathematical reasoning ability. There are different levels of the test available depending on candidate age. Students are eligible to register for programs based on their scores.

The STB test is aimed at students with a high level of spatial ability, allowing successful participants to enroll exclusively in science courses.

Exams are held annually throughout Greece and Cyprus and registration is online.

For more information and to view sample tests visit www.cty-greece.gr/en/exams
Before joining a CTY Greece program, you need to follow these steps:

**STEP 1**
Find a program that intrigues you.
Browse through the CTY Greece website and learn more about the programs and the opportunities they offer.
www.cty-greece.gr/en/program

**STEP 2**
See information about the exams.
Check the available dates, exam centers and sample tests.
www.cty-greece.gr/en/exams

**STEP 3**
Register for the exams.
Find the exam center that is closest to you from the list available and mark the exam date on your calendar. You will need to create a MyCTYGreece account before registering and paying the exam fee.
www.cty-greece.gr/en/exams

**STEP 4**
Enroll in the programs.
Students who have scored successfully in the exams get a regular update regarding available programs, the enrollment process, tuition fees and scholarships on offer.

**STEP 5**
Get your results.
Exam results are uploaded to your personal MyCTYGreece account online.

**STEP 6**
Immerse yourself in the CTY Greece experience.
Delve into a wonderful new world of knowledge and become part of the CTY Greece community!
Adviser to CTY Greece

Johns Hopkins University Center for Talented Youth is an adviser to CTY Greece and licenses to Anatolia College some of the intellectual property used in the program. Anatolia College, however, is solely responsible for the CTY Greece program.